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Licensing others designs?
Posted by fiddy - 2005/05/27 23:16

_____________________________________

Something that came to mind as I've been looking for accessories to put in my DF sci-fi terrain. I've seen
a lot of posts from people that use Ainsty and Grendel items to flesh things out, but as they are made in
the UK there's a hefty fee to get them here in the US (in addition to them not being pre-painted). Has
Dwarven Forge thought of licensing the designs of one of those companies for production in the US?
I apologize in advance if this question steps on any toes. I'm relatively new here.
============================================================================

Licensing others designs?
Posted by MightyZug - 2005/05/31 03:56

_____________________________________

Good Idea.
I for one am desperately trying to throw money at my Sci-Fi terrain collection.
I'm having to scrounge off Ebay and the like.
I'd rather just order straight up but some of these pieces don't exist or don't have a distribution channel to
my local stores.
There is definitely demand for more Sci-Fi stuff.
============================================================================

Licensing others designs?

Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2005/05/31 11:06
_____________________________________

Yes, i look at the Fantasy Sets and see cool scenery and the like from so many companies, then i look at
my Sci-fi and it's so blank, i have filled it in some what with as much as i could it is so empty, if nothing
else if DF came out with a good Sci-fi Accesory pack i would grab it in a minute, i need good beds,
chairs, tables, computer consules, Anything that looks like it is sci fi, i don't wabt to drop a wodden table
down in the ceneter of my Death Star, it just looks so Wrong. I just spent, well alot, of money ordering
from Anitsty becuase they have a new line of Scenery comming out called Base Camp it is the stuff that
we see in so many Fantasy sets but in the Sci Fi way, i would buy more if DF made it, and from DF
beause, yeah i wouldn't have to pay an extra 30% on shipping! But as it is the stuff looked good, and i
want it to make my layouts look better, once you take the plunge into terrain it just looks so poor with out
stuff in it...
PS more Walls!
============================================================================
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